Job Title:
Technical Enterprise Architect

Job Purpose:
The Technical Enterprise architect (TA) is responsible for taking the company's legacy Software platforms and future Software ideas through the process of defining, documenting, and delivering an optimal architecture to support both short and long term business strategy, spanning Web, Mobile, Social, and emerging technology spaces. The TA will possess the capacity and ambition to understand the company's business, while still maintaining the ability to delve deep into the finest details of technological issues. Also paramount to the role, will be the TA's ability and expectation to mentor, train, and develop other human resources to deeper levels of Software development and Software architecture maturity.

Knowledge, Skills, and Abilities:

• Extensive knowledge of Enterprise level IT architecture including platforms, systems, operations, network, applications and security

• Extensive experience in design and architecture of highly trafficked Web-based Software systems

• Expert knowledge with respect to SOA, API’s, ETL, Database Systems (MySql, MS Sql Server, Oracle, etc.), Object Oriented Programming (PHP, .Net, Java, etc.)

• Experience in designing and architecting user interfaces, backend data storage systems, communication and middle layers of Software systems, by setting expectations and feature priorities throughout development life cycle; determining design methodologies and tool sets; completing programming using languages and software products; designing and conducting tests.

• Knowledge of Enterprise Architecture best practices and industry standards

• Ability to interact with management, and technical and non-technical stakeholders and team members to accomplish shared goals

• Strong facilitation skills and the ability to communicate effectively both verbally and in writing

• Ability to lead code reviews and technical design as well as negotiate and manage conflict

• Ability to translate complex IT issues into understandable terms and concepts

• Extensive working knowledge of project management principles as well as managing and implementing IT related projects, PMP certification a plus

• Experience in eCommerce, Digital Marketing, Email Marketing, and online lead generation a plus

• Experience working with Offshore development centers, Server Administration, Networking, Data Warehouses, and Data Analytics reporting a plus

Skills/Qualifications:

• Web Programming, Object-Oriented Design (OOD), Teamwork, Software Debugging, Web User Interface Design, SDLC (Waterfall, Iterative, Agile), SOA, Verbal Communication, Software Requirements